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Gay Nineties Is Theme
Of Louie's Uptown Show

Bowling Grean, Ohio. Wednesday, November 6, 1946
Official Student Publication of Bowling Green State University

pay beard bills
Student* who have made partial payment on their board bill
for the first semester should call
at Dean Conklin's office between
'.' am. and 12 noon or 2 and 4
p.m. any day this week to pay
the rest.

"Louie's Uptown," veteran-sponsored variety show, begins tomorrow night at 8:15 in the University Auditorium.
The show, a benefit performance for the Clayton C. Kohl
Memorial Scholarship fund, will cost 50 cents and no activity
cards will be accepted. Reserved seat tickets are now on sale
in the Well.
"The show will be better than
'Case De Kilroy'," director Claude
Huard said today when comparing:
it with last year's. "All the acts
are tied together this year with
a story instead of just separate
vaudville acts."
The story of "Louie's Uptown"
is a dream of two men in a Gay
Nineties bar-room after they have
been "slipped a mickey" by the
bartender. They have a glamorous dream of a very modern night
club of the future. Aside from
the regular story, there are many
specialty acta by talented stu«•«
%
dents.
The music, as well as the story,
is original.
Composed by Gene
Gorney, some of the songs are:
"Louie's Uptown," "Why Did It
Happen to Me," "Twilight Stars,"
"Big Bob," "Rio Rendezvous,"
Members of Kappa Zeta Pi, pictured above, will become members
and "Why I Learned to Dance."
of Phi Mu December 6. They are (front row, left to right) Alice BurThese numbers have been arranged and orchestrated by Bill
bridge, Joan Will-on, Betty Lange, and Martha Hart. Second row:
Steiner, director of the show's
Jean Schwartsenberg, Joan Cook, Mildred Baden, Dorothy Irvin, Jean
band.
Meek, Mary Crim, Jean Hover, and Mildred Richey. Third row: Ruth
Because the dance director, Bob
Stebbins, Joy Jonas, Gloria Kretzer, Marjorie Herring, H-Irn Burrell,
Sonderreger, has been forced to
Virginia McDarr, Marjorie Williams, Helen Gruber, and Jan Schurr.
leave the cast due to ill health,
Fourth row: Alice McClelland, Betty Wannemacher, Ruth Lyon, Nancy
his specialty numbers have been
Drutnmond, Ruth Foster, and Mary Lyon.
canceled.

Kappa Zeta's Become Phi Mu

Costumes and lighting, according to Mr. Huard, will be brilliant
and colorful, and dance routines,
including the chorus line, will be
features of the show.
Cast Listed
Comedians include Lucille Nobili, George Bohanna, Gene Klinect, George Droll, Art Lauer, Joe
De Santis, and Jim Haas; musical
specialties are given by "Flip"
Sangston, the Alpha Phi trio, and
the "Louie's Uptown" quartet;
Erv Potts, Lois Miller, Pat Buckley, and the chorus girls, supply
the dance numbers.
In addition to Mr. Huard as director, Fred Fay is business manager; Doreen Stouffer, set designer; and Margaret Cox, costume designer.
The technical crew is
John Nagy, Byron Powell, Dave
Thompson, George McClain, Barry
Menaugh, and Betty Ruth Krabill.

Kappa Zeta Pi Is Accepted
For Membership by Phi Mu

Players Will Present
Dramatic Readings

Kappa Zeta Pi, which was
founded May 15, 1946, will be
the eighth national sorority at
Bowling Green State University.

Dramatic readings from "Romeo and Juliet" and "The Murder of Lidice" will be presented
tonight by Joan Shaw and Evelee
Smith, at the meeting of Workshop Players from 7 to 8 in 103
Ad Building.
Humorous and dramatic monologues will be given by Bonita
Phalor, June Pier, Elaine Condrull, and Art Moore.
A business meeting will precede
the program.
Workshop Players, freshman
drama group, last week elected
Stormy Robinson, president; Joan
Dobbs, vice president; Mary Nickelson,
secretary-treasurer; and
William Prentice, program chairman.

Room and Board
Plans Being Made
Rooms in campus dormitories
for second semester will be assigned soon by Arch B. Conklin,
dean of students, at which time
meal tickets wilt be sold. A detailed schedule for this procedure
will be announced later.
Students now living on campus
should plan to have $40.60 room
rent and a minimum six weeks
board which is $33 for women
and $36 for men.
An announcement will be made
later concerning students living
off campus who have applied for
campus accommodations.

Language Professors
Will Attend Meeting
Six faculty members of the foreign language department will attend the modern language section
of the Ohio College Association,
November 9, Baldwin-Wallace College, Berea.
Those attending will be Miss
Florence Baird, Anthony Baynard,
Robert Litzinger, Miss Caroline
Nielson, Dr. Cecil Rew, and Dr.
Bertil Sima.

Phi Mu, second oldest national sorority, will install the
local sorority, Kappa Zeta Pi, as its 66th chapter. The weekend of December 6-8 has been tentatively set for the installation of this chapter, Delta Kappa.
Phi Mu, originally a local sorority called the Philomathean, was organized at Wesleyan College, Macon, Ga., on
March 4, 1852. In l'.'0-l the name
k
waH changed and a policy of national expansion was adopted.
Phi Mu now has 65 chapters, five
"Hear ye I Hear yel The
of which arc located in Ohio—at
University postoffice desires all
Baldwin-Wallace College, Ohio
students to think seriously on
these things:"
State University, Ohio University,

note postal rules

and the Universities of Akron and
Cincinnati.

Sorority Sponsor!
Kappa Zeta Pi patronesses are
Miss Laura Hcston, chairman of
the home economics faculty here
and former member of Phi Mu at
Ohio State, and Mrs. William C.
Jordan. Mrs. R. T. Russell, formerly Kathryn Andrews, was also
a Phi Mu at Ohio State.
Dr. Frank J. Prout was one of
the first to congratulate the group
on its achievement by giving them
a party in the Nest, Wednesday,
October 30.
The Alpha Chi
Omega sorority seconded Dr.
Prout's congratulations by serenading Kappa Zeta Pi members
from outside the Nest.

AWS Helps Students
Dependent on Buses
A northbound bus leaving Bowling Green at 5 p.m. Fridays only
and a southbound bus leaving Toledo at 8:45 p.m. Sundays only
(arrive Bowling Green 9:34 p.m.)
were added to the C & L. E. bus
schedule last Friday due to the
efforts of the Association of Women Students.
This service will be operated on
a trial basis and will require regular patronage if It is to be continued.
The Association of Women Students circulated petitions last
spring to determine the need for
additional buses. After their correspondence with the C. & L. E.
Bus Company, C.R. Lafferty, district representative, was sent to
see Miss Wilder, dean of women,
and the above-mentioned schedule
was arranged. Special buses have
also been requested during holidays.

1. Do not put letters in the
mail box at the railroad
station.
They will be
dumped in Toledo and are
sometimes
delayed
as
much as two days.
2. Do mail letters in the desi g n a t e d University or
downtown boxes.
3. Be sure to label all correspondence with a complete
return address.
Do as you're told, kiddies,
and "all Is well."

Three Groups To
Broadcast Nov. 9
The Men's Glee Club, Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority, and the
radio players will be featured on
the two college broadcasts this
Saturday.
On the 8:30 a.m. program, over
WFIN, Findlay, Alpha Gamma
Delta will present a 15 minute insight into their organization
and the remaining 15 minutes
of the program will be taken over
by the radio players. They will
render an adaptation of the Dr.
Manet sequence from Dickens'
"Tale of Two Cities."
At 10 a.m. over WTOD, Toledo,
the Men's Glee Club will make
its first public appearance when
it presents a program of six
Christmas songs. Norm Stuckey's
weekly sports round-up will also
be included in the Toledo program.

Baby Volcano's Life
Depicted In Movie
"Spectacular" and "entertaining" describes the color film of
the Mexican volcano, Paricurtin,
according to Dr. Samuel Mayfield.
It will be shown at 8 tonight in
the Auditorium.
Students will hear, as well as
see, the volcano in action. Since
this is the only new volcano observed from its initial stages, it
is important geologically.
Slides
and a lecture will be given in
addition to the motion picture.

Campus Chooses

Key Finalists
Results of the 1947 Key beauty
contest were announced today by
Key Editor Jane Schneider. The
six women and four men were
chosen by ballot last Monday and
Tuesday after the first annual
Beauty Parade Saturday. Their
pictures will be sent to a judge of
national fame.
Women finalists according to
number of votes and their sponsoring groups arc Carole Mulqueeny, sophomore, Fort Wayne,
Ind., Delta Gamma; Ellen Byrnes,
freshman, Ashland, Kohl Hall;
Helen Gruber, sophomore, Marion,
Kappa
Zeta
Pi;
Mary
Lot)
Breithack, sophomore, Bronxville,
N. Y., Shatxcl Hall; Lynn Cadwell,
sophomore, Berea, Williams Hall;
Patricia Pendergraft, senior, Jackson, Miss., Kappa Delta.
Men finalists according to number of votes are Don Kuhlman,
senior, Pembcrville, Sigma Alpha
Kpsilon; John White, sophomore,
Shelby, Phi Delta; Tom O'Connor,
sophomore, Elyria, Chi Sigma;
and Bob Burger, junior, Tiffin,
Alpha Tau Omega.

air reserve note
All officers end enlisted men
of the Army and Navy Air
Corps Reserve must report to
the Registrar's office immediately.

Glamour Expert
To Give Advice
"Every generation has its tecnagi fling, but the era of 'sloppy
sloes' and unfeminine jeans nnd
overalls has come to a close/' says
Mildred Harbridge, representative
from Richard Hudnut Success
School. She will speak at two assemblies open to all women students at fl p.m. Monday, November
11, and 7 p.m. Tuesday, November
12, in the University Auditorium.
The lecture will be one hour
long but those interestrd may
stay after the meeting for a discussion. The program will include
a 20 minute film on correct hairstyling, basics of proper make-up
and eO!T«Ct posture.
Models
from the University will be used
by Miss Harbridge for demonstrating proper make-up procedure during her lecture. Beauty kits will be given at each assembly.
The LnSalle and* Koch department store in cooperation with the
office of the dean of women is
sponsoring the lecture.
"We are indeed fortunate in
having Miss Harbridge speak to us
because a regular Richard Hudnut
lecture and beauty treatment at
their salon in New York would
consume time and money," said
Miss Audrey Kenyon Wilder, dean
of women.

falcons on air
The Bowling Green-St. Boneventure football game will be
broadcast play by play over stations WHDL, Olean end WJTN,
Jamestown, N. Y. Kilocycles are
1450 and 1240 respectively. The
broadcast goes on the air at 1:45,
fifteen minutes before game time.

V-5's Plan Meeting
To Organize Group
Fourteen V-6's, who arc at present studying under the Naval Reserve Training plan, will hold an
organization meeting tonight at
7:30 in the Faculty room at the
Nest.
As part of the Navy plan to
produce aviators for the peace
time fleet, these Naval Reserve
trainees are given two years of
college training including tuition,
fees, and books. They are then
activated and sent into flight
training as aviation cadets.
The group plans to form a
clearing house to weigh information supplied by the Navy Department.
The V-5's include: Dale
E. Campbell, John O. England,
Donald D. Hoffman, John E. Kordeleski, Charles P. Lamb, George
B. Langell, Max E. Lehman, William F. Mahoney, Douglas E.
Mooney, John W. Mould, Gene G.
Norris, Hobart P. Porter, Edward
Samaha, and John A. Schaefer.
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Assyrian Will Speak
on Mid-East Problems
Armistice Day Assembly To Hear
UNO Delegate Discuss Russia
Mar Eishai Shimum, the Assyrian delegate to the UNO,
will speak at the assembly Armistice Day, November 11, at 11
a.m., in the Auditorium, Professor John Swarz, chairman of
the assembly committee, announced today. Mr. Shimum, the
temporal and spiritual governor of Assyria, is a descendant
of the oldest reigning dynasty of that country. He was formerly the Assyrian representative
at the League of Nations.
He will discuia "The Significance of Middle East Events."
He will touch such problems as
the difficulties over the alleged interference of Russia in Iranian affairs which came before the first
session of the UNO in January,
and the difficulty over Russia's
insistence that Turkey surrender
her complete control of the Dardenelles and share it with her. He
will also discuss Palestine and the
recent violent outbreaks there bocausc of Jewish immigration, a
problem in which the United
States has taken a direct interest.
The American Legion will have
representatives on the platform
to commemorate Armistice Day.
Shortened class periods will be
scheduled for Monday morning as
the assembly will be from 11 to
11 :.'iii a.m. Classes will meet as
Mar Eishai Shimum
follows:
8—8-8:35
B—8:45-9:20
10—9:30-10:05
11—10:15-10:50
Assembly
Iladley Yates, assistant profes-

Yates Will be Second
In Faculty Recitals

sor in music, will he featured in a
pinno recital Friday, November
IB, at 8:ll> p.m., in the University
Auditorium. This is the second
in the series of faculty recitals and
is open to campus and town residents.
Before joining the Bowling
Green faculty this fall, Mr. Yates
taught music at Drake University,
DM Moiiics, lown, for one year.
He received his master's and
bachelor's degree from Northwestern University.
An ex-GI, he served in the
Kuropean theater for more than
two years with a troop carrier
group. He studied nt the Juilliard
School in New York under Ernest
Hutrhinsons before taking on his
duties here in the summer.
Mr. Yules hns pluyed on radio
programs and recitals in Des
Moines and also in St. Louis, his
home town.

Dr. Shuck Writes
For Encyclopedia
An article about American literature by Dr. Emerson C. Shuck,
director of the graduate school,
has been published in the new two
volume "Encyclopedia of Literature." Kdited by Joseph Shipley
nnd published by the Philosophers
Library, the purpose of this new
encyclopedia is to present a survey account of the literature of all
of the civilized nations with individual items on the major authors.
The majority of the authors of
the articles were foreign born,
and the ywerc selected legations
coses by their respective legations
in this cpuntry. In addition to Dr.
Shuck's survey of American literature there are 25 supplementary
items about American authors.

Dr. Prout Appoints
Nest Committee
Three students have been appointed by Dr. Frank J. Prout to
serve on the Student Union Committee. Dick Conn, senior, Virginia Marion, junior, and Marianne Sealey, sophomore, were
chosen from a list of nomineea
provided by the Student Council.
This is a standing committee
whose purpose is to determine the
policies of the Student Union.
Dean Ralph G. Harshman is chairman and Prof. L. F. Manhart is
the faculty member of the committee.

Pre-Law Meets Today
The Pre-Law Club will have its
initial meeting tonight at 7 in 306
Ad building. Any University student may attend.

Award Winner
Directs Play
An Academy Award winner of
last year, Robert Finch, will be
in Bowling Green during Thanksgiving vacation to help direct his
latest stage play "The Invaders."
Rehearsals for the show began
Monday, under the supervision of
Frederick G. Walsh, director, who
anounced that the cast had relinquished its Thanksgiving holidays to be able to work with the
distinguished playwright.
The world premiere of the show
will be staged here Dec. 6, 7, and
8. Dick Bauman, sophomore from
Sandusky, has been named assistant to the director and Arthur
Vernon, freshman from Toledo,
will be the stage manager.
Mr. Finch, who will come here
from his home in Dillon, Mont.,
won the Academy Award last year
for "The Desert Shall Rejoice,"
a one-act ploy which was adapted
and presented as a movie entitled
"A Star in the Night."

Negro Leader Opens
Tenth Forum Series
The Wood County Public Forum
will open its tenth season Sunday,
November 10, at 3 p.m. in the high
school auditorium when Dr. Cleo
Blackburn will speak on "The Negro in the United States."
groc in the United States."
Dr. Blackburn, as director of
Flanner House, the Negro community center in Indianapolis, has
been credited with doing much
to keep Indianapolis free from
racial clashes because of his wise
leadership in helping Negroes
and whites work together. Several years ago the Junior Chamber
of Commerce selected him as "the
young man who had done the
most for his city" in that year.
Among the five speakers scheduled for the series is Louis Adamic, well known author, who
will speak here next March on
"America, a Nation of Nations."
Student tickets may be purchased for 30 cents Thursday and
Friday in the Well.

Newman Club Hears
Priest-Lecturer
Newman Club will hear Dr. John
Vogel, priest-lecturer, at a meeting tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the
Rec Hall.
Dr. Vogel, former philosophy
professor at Mary Manse College
in Toledo, has been giving "open
air" lectures to Catholics and NonCatholics in Oklahoma and Alabama. He will report on questions asked during these talks.
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Band Shows Snap A Metoy Iwifil. . .
And Versatility
Wednesday. November 6. 1946

tAtdk fat would worn*
by Bruce Sldebotham
Next Monday is November 11,- Armistice Day.
That date marked the end of the First World War,
but it carries an even greater meaning. Our
minds will be trained on the more recent world
conflict, In which war became more terrible and
lives became less priceless. We will recall the
dead and wounded of two great world wars, and
may well cringe at the thought of a third such
war.
In thinking about the post-war world of today,
we must sooner or later face the fact that the
democratic ideals for which we fought are still
challenged. There are still nations in this world
who believe that people are wards of the state,
while we hold that the state is a ward of the people. It may be possible for these two Ideas to
exist side by side without war, but there is an
Inevitable struggle which must come between
them. That struggle for supremacy is going on
In the world today, as the opponents of freedom
are attempting to secure support in the nations
which were ravaged by war. In that struggle
they are aided by firm policy and active propaganda, and are handicapped by truth.
Today the battle against freedom is moving
progressively forward. The opponents are using
forceful educational methods and propaganda
flavored with lies and half-truths. We are relying on a weak and changing foreign policy
which does not include any type of "selling"
democracy by telling the truth. There is a
definite need for an agency of our government
which will use truth and education In foreign
nations on behalf of freedom. We need a public
relations department which will "sell" democracy to those people who are trying to decide
which road to take.
There is no time to lose. The struggle is
already being fought. As citizens, and very
interested believers in democracy and liberty,
let us awaken to the realization of the fact that
freedom will die if It is not nourished with education and truth, and that truth must be sold to
others, if they are to accept the product as the
best. Through our votes and organizations we
must proceed to Influence our government to
Join the battle for truth and make sure that November 11 will be a date which we can celebrate
the end of only two world wars.

"Black Water" Dilemma
Baffles Campus Dwellers

One of the largest and best
marching bands in the history of
the University has become a main
campus attraction due to its brilliant showing at all games and pep
rallies.
The 56-piece band, which includes 30 veterans, practices at
least six hours a week, almost
equaling the time spent in practice by members of the football
squad.
When the muddy field prevented its marching at the Bee <ieeCanasius game, the group illustrated its versatility and played a
special concert rendition of the
"Bells of St. Mary's." Snappy
marching was displayed at the
Homecoming game when it paraded with Oberlin's 70-piece band.
Arthur Zuelzke, the director, is
searching for bassoons, oboes, and
clarinet** for the woodwind section, and for French horns for the
brass section to be used in the
concert band which will be formed
later from the marching band.

Drip, drip—a gagging cough—and then there was
nothing. Toothpaste-decorated faces stared at each other and
back to the waterless pipes.
"But I gotta brush my teeth."
"Brush your teeth! What about me? When you decorate for a dance in your bare feet they get a little dirty. Oh,
■hade* of filth, wnit'll my mother
sees the sheets.
Another cheery face came in
the door and scotch-taped signs
to the rest of the doors. On the
first one: "I'leasc use the next
stall—our of order;" on the second
and third, "Maybe next door;"
The SIC SIC organization . . . What does it mean? . . .
and the last sign read, "Try the Who are its members? . . . The mere mention of the two sylWomen's Building."
lable "word baffles hundreds of students on campus . . . What
No Pressure—No Water
sort of an organization is it anyway? . . . These along with
For the first time in the lives of numerous other questions are being asked constantly . . .
many Bowling Green students,
big mystery began one day before the Miami game
there was a legitimate excuse for when The
a mysterious voice woke ur\
not washing behind their ears.
had it OK'd by the President,
The city cleaned the fire hydrants the student body at 3 o'clock in who at the time was in the hospifor the winter months in order to the morning . . . Posters and ban- tal . . . The two seniors are alterremove leaves and precipitated ners were slipped in dorms . . . nating as president, one acting as
minerals and so much water was Decorations were put up in secre- president this semester and the
used on Tuesday that there wasn't
cy .. . Why? . . . Why? . . . other the next.
any pressure.
Both will be presented to the
When operations were contin- Why? . . .
student body at the annual Honors
ued Wednesday morning, the
Day in June, at which time they
Sliver of Lisht
pumps were still overloaded and
will choose two members from the
the pressure was further deLast week a sliver of light came freshman class to represent the
pressed. By Thursday, however, thru when the published proclama- '17 and '48 SIC SIC organizaton.
the pressure gradually mounted,
Who these members are, or
but not enough to alleviate the sit- tion appeared in the Bee Gee who
they will be ... is all a mysNews giving the Sic Sic members
uation.
. . . Who knows, he might
the right to carry out the aims and tery
Fire Engine to Pump House
even be your roommate . . .
Early Thursday afternoon, a purposes of the organization . . .
Bowling Green fire department Since then some investigation has
pump engine nrrived on the scene,
situated itself near the corner of ben made and the sliver of light
South College and East Wooster has become brighter . . . We
streets, and began to pump water learned that two students at the
from the fire hydrant to the Uni- beginning of the fall semester deversity Power house.
cided this campus lacked school
The increased pressure provided
by the pump engine, flushed all spirit and went to see President
the water lines, the safety valves Prout about having something
closed, and by Friday morning, done about the matter . . . Getting
normal operation was resumed.
his cooperation, they began the organization of SIC SIC which was
to consist of two seniors, two juniors and two sophomores . . . They
combed the student body until
they wound four other dependable
Homecoming was a big day 4n school spirited students and sent
them the following letter.
Dorm "C's" young life.
Of course, she doesn't have the
"I wish very much that you
prestige and tradition of the other report to my office at I o'clock."
dorms, in fact, she's only a steel
Signed ... Dr. Frank J. Prout
hut at the eastern end of the
football field.
Sworn to Secrecy
But she was loud in her welcome to the alumni. Stretched
Came Wednesday morning, four
across the fence in front of her sleepy-eyed, yawning students amwas a huge sign, "Dorm C says bled into the dark, quiet office of
'Hello'—Welcome home Alumni," President Prout. where they met
for all those attending the B.G.- the two organizers. Sworn into
Oberlin game to sec.
solemn secrecy, they were told
Someday she may grow into a that they were selected to be the
"Surprise!" That's what 36
large and stately dorm and her group that will have as its aim men and women student-workers
tradition will date back to the day good school spirit and university at Kohl Hall said to "Ma" Malone,
when she was a small steel hut development ... In hushed head cook, when they escorted her
displaying her cottage spirit in voices, they then drew up the last Saturday to her first football
huge block letters.
constitution and the following day game. The students presented
"Ma" with a corsage and during
the half, the band played "When
Irish Eyes' Are Smiling" in her
honor.
"Ma" recalls the days when the
V-12 unit occupfed Kohl
Successfully arousing hate, pity, anxiety, and fear in Navy
and commented, "I don't want to
the capacity crowds that attended the opening of the Univer- miss seeing the boys who return at
sity Theatre's season to see "Angel Street," the cast executed Homecoming each year."
its roles with the finesse of experienced actors, to complete
Her winning smile and Irish
the technical perfection of the production.
charm have won her many friends
The play deals with a strong Victorian husband who is in her 18 years of service in Willslowly and systematically torturiams, Shatzel, and Kohl halls.
ing his wife into insanity, while he of gab, and a sense of humor that She has been head cook at Kohl
is searching for some priceless helped lift the play in some rather since it opened in 1939.
gems that he believes are hidden slow places
"Preparing meals for 700 men
in the house. The continuous plot
In the role of the English maid. and women students requires
is quickly unraveled by Detective Penny Cloos did a fine job play- much time and close figuring,"
Lea Meisle who reveals the idenstates "Ma," who begins each
tity of the criminal maniac as one ing the reserved English woman, day at 7:30 a.m. and works until
a
technique
which
she
haa
maslong wanted by the London police.
7 p.m.
Doreen Stouffer, as Mrs. Man- tered so well.
Mrs. Malone was born in New
Jean Rober, cut* and suited to Rochester and haa lived at 806
ningham, characterized to perfection the role of the tortured the role of Nancy, looked and act- South College Drive, Bowling
wife, displaying emotions that are ed her part, although her accent Green, since her marriage. Her
far advanced from the average became a bit Americanised at husband, Walter Malone, is emUniversity productions.
times.
ployed at the Toledo Shipbuilding
Bill Prentiss, making his first
Costumes, lights, scene design, Company and she has four sons,
appearance on the Bowling Green fied the Victorian period with Floyd, Lloyd, Raymond, and Jack.
stage portrayed his villianoua role and properties, which exempliHer career began when she volto the horror and satisfaction of technical exactness, completed the unteered to "fill-in" for a cook
the audience.
results for which Prof. Frederick and because she enjoyed the work
Lee Meisle, cast in the role of Walsh was striving in his presen- she decided to stay. Mrs. Cora
Sergeant Rough, added life to the tation of this psychological mys- Barr, her sister, is one of her 11
show by his smooth flowing gift tery.
assistants in the kitchen at Kohl.

Part of Sic Sic Mystery
Revealed By Prober

"Ma" Malone

by Helen Burr.ll
This is the story of Leetle Red Riding Hoodsky.
Leetle Red Riding Hoodsky came from a poor
family. Her poppa was a vulgar boatman. One
day, as Leetle Red Riding Hoodsky was tripping
over the Steppes of Russia on her way to the
Red Star meeting, she met up weeth the wolf.
"Ah-ha, Leetle Red Riding Hoodsky, vere are
you going?"
"I am going to visit my grandmother in the
Siberian Salt Mines," replied the terrified leetle
girl.
"Vat iss your grandmother's name?"
"My grandmother's name is Sophia Smolenskyl"
"Sophia Smolensky? Dad iss my name."
"Grandmotherl"
"Granddaughterl"
Moral: Never believe in fairy tales.
Students at Wittenberg College recently conducted a survey on the question of school spirit
Consensus of opinion: 65% believed it was low.
23% believed It was high, and 12% believed it
could be improved.
Math Prof. "If there are 48 states in the Union,
and superheated steam equals the distance from
Bombay to Paris, what Is my age?"
Frosh—"Forty-four, Slrl"
Prof—"Correct. How did you prove it?"
Frosh—"I have a brother who is twenty-two
and he's only half nuts I"
"Now." said the professor cheerfully. "Please
pass all your teat papers to the side of the room
and kindly insert a carbon sheet under the paper
so I can correct all the errors at once."
A recent O. P. A. pamphlet on how to make
girdles last longer contained this phrase:
"It can best be removed by a good strong
yank." In a later edition this was changed to
read: It can best be removed quickly by a good
strong lerk."
Take your pick gals 11
Ode to Fall
The leaves are beginning to fade and fall
The fellas are giving the old wolf call;
And once again as In pre-war day*
The gals are walking around in a hase.
The dean of the Law Department was very
busy and rather cross. The telephone rang.^
"Well, what Is it?" he snapped.
"Is that the city gas-work?" said a woman's
soft voice.
"No, madam," roared the dean; "this is the
University Law Department."
<
"Ah," she answered in the sweetest of tones. "I
didn't miss it so far. after all, did I?"

Sees First Game

Tradition Sprouts
In Dorm C's Life

"Angel Street" Earns Plaudits

Of Large University Audiences

by Muffr castni
A MERRY TWIRL
LIMPERS INCORP ...
Not fad but fact makes people like lo Tabler,
Earleen Krackow and George Crump limp . . .
The latter two, victims of tripping or football met
at the door when they made their hobbled exit
from the student union building.
A DOG'S LIFE . . .
A six foot chunk of rigging rope with a dog
attached widened the eyes of the coke sippers
Saturday after the game. Bob Adams was the
escort for the Cocker Spaniel pup.
UP IN THE AIR .. .
The morning air invigorates Hank Shafer to
take his daily exercise out in the sun . . . His
leaps are so high thai il seems like all of three
minutes before he lands . . .
CAR TROUBLES . ..
Bernle Benlsek has an added attraction on the
back of his car . . . Tony Schlavo and George
Manyak . . . Tony and George push Bemie's
car wherever they plan to go . . .
THE CLASSIE LASSIE AND LAD
OF THE WEEK ...
The Lassie . . .
With all the lovliness of a Homecoming queen,
Jane Byrnes in a two piece, yellow wool Cardigan suit and brown blouse. Her brown moutan
coal flung over her shoulders and a matching
trimmed fur hat upon her head. She wore brown
gloves and shoes . . .
The Lad . . .
Bill Prentice's smart appearance In the suavely correct, grey collarless sport jacket and navy
blue gabardine pants, he wore Sunday. His
navy blue tie contrasted well against his white
collegiate sport shirt . . .
BOOGIE RHYTHM . . .
The seven year itch prompted Bob McClory to
do his scratching to the rhythm of T. D.'s Boogie
Woogie at the Nest, Friday noon.
BOYS -ENAUTYS . . .
Girls, trade your old dream boat for the definitely "hep" new 1946 model composed of these
handsome features:
Physique
John Payak
Hair
Bill Sherman
Eyes
Jim Jacobs
Smile
Lyle Bemer
Neat Dresser
John While
Personality
Bill Isakson
Popularity
Skip Ward
Athletic Ability
. . Red Lowry
Voice
Bill Wagner
Wit
Jack Frank
SCAVENGER HUNT . ..
The winners of the Theta Phi's Scavenger hunt
were Irene Ellis and Joy Fuller who after looking
thru all the rooms at Williams succeeded In
finding a music box in Room 121 .. .
"GEEVE ME FIVE MINUTES MORE ..."
□via Barrer has all the coeds at Williams
singing the song in this rendition . . .
HOMECOMING . . .
Alumni, visitors and students jammed the
stadium to witness the Homecoming game
against Oberlin . . . Decked out In colorful apparel, the crowd thrilled lo the touchdowns
scored by Mark Welker and Russ Maples . . .
Phil Marenthey had a play by play description
of the game told to him while he was preoccupied
with his bottled beverages . . . Watching the
Falcons win wasn't enough for loann Malikowski, who carried along a portable radio lo hear
another game . . . Jack DeLora, disgusted with
the cheering section (having every right to be)
began his own cheering by getting the band to
cheer . . . Ma Malone radiating with happiness
as the crowd sang, "When Irish Eyes Are Smiling" . . . The slick chicks of the week in sweaters,
Jim Hass and Art Lowery, advertising Louie's
Uptown . . . Vicky and Lana Casini arriving for
the game from Cleveland when the game was
over . . .
SWAMP WATER . ..
Kathleen Ebling's green hair last week was
unavoidably artificial. B.G. black water arrived
10 minutes too early ...
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Falcons Trounce Oberlin
14-0 In Homecoming Tilt
by Fr«d Fay
To add to the festivities of Bowling Green's first real
Homecoming: in three years, a fighting Falcon grid team scored
a 14-0 victory over the Oberlin Yeomen last Saturday in the
local Stadium. Eight thousand fans saw an inspired Bee Gee
eleven push over markers in the first and third periods and
then make goal-line stands to send the invaders home in defeat.
The Falcons wasted little time
in racking up their first seven f ___. ■
1
point* after receiving an Oberlin i.OWiy LOOVCS bqUCXa
punt on their own 38 yard line. B©COUSe of Injuries
Two lateral plays and a r"»ss *«™»s»t»ow «| mjunca
brought the ball down to the Yeoman's one-foot line where Russ
Maples on a quarterback sneak
crossed the touchdown stripe. Roland Barne's try for the extra
point was good and it was Bowling
Green 7, Oberlin 0.
Oberlin Takes to Air
As with all Bee Gee opponents,
Oberlin took to the air in an effort
to score.
William Dipman, ace
Yeoman ball tosser, completed
passes to Right End Patrick Cavunaugh which placed Oberlin on
the Falcon one-yard line but three
rushing plays against a stiff Bowling Green forward wall failed to
gain the ground necessary for a
score before the gun sounded the
half.
Max Minnich, Bee Gee back,
picked up a first down through the
Yeomen right guard to start the
Falcon's second touchdown drive
after half time.
Jack Frietas'
pass to Mark Welker in the end
zone was completed for the score
and Bowling Green went ahead
14-0, as Barne's try was good for
the extra point.
Using a spread formation with
ends wide, Oberlin's passing combination of Dipman to Bob Addiaon gained ground in the last
again and again deep into their
quarter driving the Falcons back
own territory. The Yeomen drives
were stalled on the one-foot line,
two and three yard lines, as passes
were knocked down and ground
plays failed to pick up yardage.
Grid Eye U»d
A Magic Grid Eye was used by
the Athletic Department for the
first time in Saturday's game. Although very accurate in measuring
close first downs it was not accepted by the Oberlin team captain who insisted that close trys be
measured with the chain.
C i.illn
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I-S-A-L-Y-S
We Serve

LUNCHES
Open Daily
11 a.m. 9:30 p.m.
Friday, Saturday
Sunday
open to 10:30p.m.
UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

Richard "Red" Lowry, senior
halfback from Licpsic, retired from
gridiron play today because of a
back injury which had not mended
since the Canisius game ten days
ago, as announced by Coach Robert H. Whittakcr.
The fleet-footed halfback
sparked the Falcon's current winning streak of three games when
he scored both touchdowns against
Kent State three weeks ago.
Lowry returned to Bowling
Green this fall only to injure his
side in the first pre-season scrimmage and missed the first three
games.
"Red" won Falcon letters in
football in '41 and '42 and at Wooster College in '43 as a Navy Air
cadet. He also earned two track
letters as a dash man.

Predixions
We bragged a little too much
last week and this week we missed
two more than last. We hit 16 out
of 21 this time for an average of
.762.
Our seasons average took another small climb and is now .745,
which represents 70 right out nf
a possible 94. This week will be
one of our toughest but here we
go off the deep end with:
Notre Dam© over Army (anything cm
happen hei«)
Louisiana Stale over Alabama
Bowling Green over St. Bonavenlure (even
i( it will be an upeel)
Cincinnati over Xavier
Holy Crosi over Colgate
Pennsylvania over Columbia
Cornell over Syracuse
Wake Forest over Duke
Georgia Tech over Navy
Northwestern over Indiana
Iowa over Wisconsin
Miami (O.) over Miami (Fla.)
Michigan over Michigan State
Minnesota over Purdue
Ohio State over Pittsburgh
Ohio University over Baldwin-Wallace
Rice over Arkansas
Southern California over California
Tennessee over Mississippi
Texas over Baylor
U.C.L.A. over Oregon
Yale over Brown

Member Federal Reeerve
System

Bank of
Wood County

f~~

Federal Depoiit
Insurance

Petrie Stars For Harriers;
Places First In Three Contests
Bob Petrie, freshman from Toledo, is the University's
leading cross country runner this season. He has placed first
in three meets and second twice although the Falcons have
won only one meet.
The 18-year-old harrier ran four years for Toledo Waite
and led the team to three district championships. He captained the team his senior year.
His best time for the two mile
course was 10 minutes nnd 26
seconds.
Petrie was the third fastest runner in Waite history. Elmer Mc
Donall, who was first, won Falcon
letters in '41 and '42.
Aspiring to be a trainer or
track and cross country coach,
Bob is a physical education major.
Only 5 foot 4 inches tall, Petrie
trains intensively. He watches his
diet carefully, goes to bed at 9:30
p.m. daily, and is a sound sleeper,
although he sleeps in a large room
^J
£, jj0
with about 30 others.
He runs
at least 20 miles a week.

Petrie Wins Again
But Harriers Lose
Although Bob Petrie turned in
his best time of the year in the
cross country meet here Saturday,
the Oberlin runners defeated the
Falcon harriers 20 to 39. Petrie,
who ran the four mile course in 22
minutes, 13 seconds, put on a
thrilling home stretch sprint to
defeat the ace Yeoman runner,
George Thomas, by thirty yards.
The remainder of the Oberlin
team followed closely giving them
second, third, fourth, fifth, and
sixth places.
Walt Terrell was
the second Falcon runner to cross
the finish line to take seventh
place.
Lyle Johns took eighth
place.

'B' Squad Plays
At Home Friday

Kent B Squad
Tops Jayvees
The Falcon "B" squad lost n
hard fought decision last Friday
in Kent when the Junior Flashes
capitalized on an intercepted pass
to chnlk up a 7-0 victory. Joe
Kiefer, ace Kent back, gathered in
one of Captain Mercurio's aerials
in the second quarter and outraced the Rinkydinks 70 yards for
the lone score of the game.
The Flashes started out as if
they meant to make a run away of
the game, chalking up three first
downs after taking the opening
kick-off, but the Falcon defense
stiffened and held for downs on
their own 16. This was the only
serious Kent offensive gesture of
the game while the Rinkydinks
kept banging away at the Kent
line all day only to be thrown
back each time as they neared pay
dirt.
With a tie and a defeat to show
for their two starts to date, the
Rinkydinks close their season Saturday when Weslcyan comes here
for a return engagement.

For The
BEST
SERVICE

ADDED WEEKEND BUS SERVICE

Pointing the way to
good food at
•

Whitehouse
Hamburger
Shop

Cincinnati & Lake Erie Transportation Co.

Harriers Are Set
To Meet Wayne

Runners Edged

by Ruth DaConick
Highlighted by brilliant lights and colorful Grecian costumes, the Swan Club presented "The Love's of Apollo" in
the University Natatorium last week. Grecian pillars, urns,
and curtains transformed the natatorium into a dreamland of
Greek mythology. Music in the background, furnished by the
string quartet and directed by Prof. Merrill McEwen, augmented the mood of the natorial
dram*.
The three loves of s.ppollo were
depicted in three acts as a show of
coordinated swimming and acting.
In their first home game the FalEdie Jones, dressed in an abbre- con B Squad "Rinkydinks" will
viated armor, played the role of meet Ohio Wealeyan at 8:80 p.m.
Apollo, god of Light, Music, Poetry Friday. Tickets will be available
and the Arts.
Preceding each at the gate.

For your convenience, new trips will be added to our present schedule beginning November 1.
Leave Bowling Green 5 P.M. Fridays only for Toledo.
Leave Toledo 8:45 P.M. Sundays only. (Arrive Bowling
Green 9:34 P.M.)
Leave Bowling Green 9:84 P.M. Sundays only for Findlay
and intermediate stops.
This service will be operated on a trial basis. It
will require regular patronage to be able to continue.

When the Falcon gridders take the field against the powerful St. Bonaventure team in (Mean, N. Y. Saturday it will
be in the role of the underdog. Although the two teams have
only met one common foe, Canisius, the Catholic school defeated the Griffins in a much handier fashion. Just a week
after the Falcons had upset the New Yorkers 13-7, St. Bonaventure defeated the same team,
13-0.
The St. Bonaventure team,
which is coached by Hugh Devore,
who piloted Notre Dame through
the war years, is led by several
former Irish freshmen.
These
The Falcon harriers invade
former
Notre
Dame gridders
Wayne University today in an atplayed their freshman year on the
tempt to chalk up their third win
Irish varsity but transferred after
of the season.
Wayne had two scholastic difficulties at the Indiwins and two losses so far this sea- ana school.
son, so the affair should be rated
Injuries Hurt Falcons
as a toss-up.
As if their assignment wasn't
The course, which has been laid
out over rolling country, will be already tough enough, the Falcons injuiy list added the name
different than the Falcons have
of Wayne Bordner, great end.
been running lately.
Although he will probably see acPete Morris, Bob Petrie, Lynn tion this week, his injury comes
Johns, Bob Scott, Harold Johnson, as a serious blow to Falcon hopes,
Walt Terrel, and Beryl Gruebaugh already riddled through injuries
arc making the trip for Bowling to Red Lowry, Stan Yoder and
Green.
Dick Franks.
Bordner, the capThe team has been bolstered tain of the team, has been making
noticeably by Walt Terrel, who a spirited drive for a place on the
ran his first meet last Saturday, All-Ohio squad, and has been the
and Coach Sam Cooper looks for main factor in the stout B.G. dean upswing in the victory column fense all year.
for his thinclads.
Frilhmin Replace Injured
The loss of these stars has been
partly compensated for by the
rapid development of several
freshmen. Jack Woodland stepped
Hayride for 30 girls and their
into Stan Yodcr's fullback spot
dates will be held at 7:30 Thurs- and has done a yeoman's job as
the replacement for the former
day Evening by the Outing Club.
Following the hayride a roast will . All-Ohioan although doing full
be held ut the campus park.
time duty in almost every game.
Max Minnich stepped into Red
Lowry's shoes at left half and
his work at that position has been
little short of brilliant.
Three other freshman backs
who Whittaker is now using to
rest his first stringers arc Ed SimThe Falcon harriers invaded mons, Jack Frcitas, and Dick Reis.
Ypsilanti, Mich., last Tuesday These men, although used sparanil were defeated by a strong ingly, are giving the regulars the
Michigan State Normal team by a rest required and at the same
score of 19 to 44. Johnny Pingle gathering some much needed exof Michigan State Normal cap- perience that will undoubtedly
tured first placo with a time of prove valuable in later years.
22.32 while the Falcon's frcsHman
star, Bob Petrie, finished second.
A victory for Michigan State
Normal was assured us its harriers took the next six places in
An intdrfraten.ity intramural
the meet.
Lynn Johns finished
football league is now in operaninth und Peter Morris tenth for tion with gaaies being played
the other Falcon points.
every Saturday morning on the
Lloyd Olds, Michigan State field behind the Woman's BuildNormal coach, is noted for his ing according to Roy Lee acting
strong cross-country teams.
Up manager.
Some play is being curtailed by
until 1941 his teams possessed a
record of 97 wins and 3 defeats.
the lack of accredited referees but
They have been beaten once this it is believed that this will be
yenr and that loss came at the cleared up by this coming Saturhands of Miami University which day.
is undefeated.
All fraternities are represented
in the league with th» Chi Sigma
leading in the numoer of games
won to date.

ride and roast

Swan Club Presentation
Lauded by Large Audience

water act members of the Modern
Dance Club portrayed the scenes,
Apollo was enacted by Clara Jean
Whitman. Gordon Ward acted as
narrator for the drama.
A golden chariot, drawn by
white steeds, skimmed over the
colored waters and brought about
an effective opening to the pagaent. Clylie (Liz Roulet), sitting
on the highest diving board watched and worshipped Apollo as he
swam about and spurned her.
Jesters, three swimmers dressed
in gay vari-colored suits did a
clowning act and brought many
laughs from the audience.
Daphne (Eleanor Winsor), the
wood nymph, was pursued by
Apollo in the second act.
She
tried to elude him but was finally
caught. When she was caught her
father transformed her into a
laurel tree.
The lighted torch
formation swimming in the darkly
lit natatorium, the trio of black
clad, finned swimmers, and the
three divers (June Kinker, Marian
Rini, and Jean Seiler) high-lighted
this act.
Happiness was shown in the
third act as Coronis (Margaret
Hamann) and Apollo wed. Thc_
grand finale, Swan Club members,
cygnets, and advanced swimmers
in formation swam the length
of the pool. Following a showy
white swan, of crepe paper covering, was guided through the waters by two attendents. Seated in
the Swan was Coronis, and swimming behind was her true love
Apollo.

Falcons' Battle Saturday
Rates Tops For Season

At

Ypsilanti

Fraternities Form
Intramural League

Archers Second
In Tournament

The Archery Club held a postal
tournament October 20-26, with
six colleges competing.
Each
team wns represented by five
archers and a total of their points
was submitted by mail to this
University.
Judges determined
the winners by tabulating the
posted scores.
Marge Armstrong, president,
announced that the results placed
Ohio Wcsleyan first with 1237
points, Bowling Green second with
1128 points, and Denison third
with 1038 points. Woostcr, Muskingum, and Otterbein colleges
were the other three participants
in the tournament.
Bee
Gee's
archers
include
Kathie Arnold, who was the high
scorer for Bee Gee with a total of
290 points, Marge Armstrong,
Jean Davidson, Alice Zonn, and
Rcva Bailey.

Football Schedule
November
9—St. Bonaventure at Olean,
N. Y.
16—XAVIER UNIVERSITY

Wagon Wheel
Waffle and
Sandwich Shop
Sandwiches, Waffles
Delicious
HOME-MADE PIE

Carnicom-Dotts
Hudson Dealers
223 North Main

HOURS:
.
Sunday through Thursday
7 ajn. — 12 pja.
Friday and Saturday
7 a.m. — 1:30 a.m.
Phil Ricketts, Prop.

Bigelow
Music Shoppe's
10 BEST SELLERS

RUMORS ARE FLY1NC
AND THEN IT'S HEAVEN
Tony Martin
I LOVE YOU
THE MAN THAT COMES
AROUND
Tommy Tucker
FIVE MINUTES MORE
HOW CUTE CAN YOU BET
Frank Sinatra
TO EACH HIS OWN
CARELESS
Eddy Howard
SOUTH AMERICA
ROUTE 86
Crosby and Andrew Sisters
BLUE SKIES
I DON'T KNOW ENOUCH
ABOUT YOU
Benny Goodman
THE THINGS WE DID LAST
SUMMER
MORE NOW THAN EVER
Vaughn Monroe
THERE'S NO BREEZE
TH13 TIME
Tommy Dorsey
THAT CHRISTMAS FEELINC
WINTER WONDERLAND
Perry Como
HUMORESQUE
TALES FROM THE VIENNA
WOODS
Guy Lombardo
WHY DOES IT GET SO
LATE SO EARLY?
AND THEN IT'S HEAVEN
Sammy Kaye

Quill Type Schedules WIS To Petition
For Council Seat
Movie, Installation
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Kampus Kats Introduced
At Homecoming Dances

"The Bell Heard Around the
World," will be shown at the meeting of Quill Type, tonight at 7 in
Studio B, PA Building.
The
movies, produced by the National
Cash Register Company of Dayton, deals with personnel relationships in business.
Installation of the following officers will precede the movie: Ruth
Jean Wales, president; Vieva Myers, vice president; Jean Betsicover, secretary; Phyllis Reetz,
corresponding secretary; Raymond
Orwig, treasurer; Janet Foulkes,
program chairman; and Bertha
Kovar, publicity chairman.

Negro Director Is
S.C.F.'s Sunday Guest
The Student Christian Fellowship speaker for Sunday evening,
November 10, in the Rec Hall at
fi, will be Dr. Cleo Blackburn,
Negro director of Flanncr House,
a community center in Indianapolis.

Social Committee
Seats C. Olin Fisher
Tke Kampus Kats made their first appearance Friday evening. In
the front row, loft to right, are saxaphones Curly Shawger, Gene Norrii,
Frank Zurlo, Jack Delora, and Bob Berry; guitar, Peto Koeff; and piano
Gone Gornoy. In the back row, left to right, are trombones Bill Rental* and Printy Arthur: trumpets Ray Schiller, Nate Bronner, and Lee
Suitor; drums Jim Gooble; and bass fiddle Tom Kilmer. Susan Kilmer
is vocalist.

The now reorganized Kampus Kats made their first appearance Friday evening at the Panhellenic-Interfraternity
homecoming dance in the Women's Building.
The Kats, organized in the fall of 1941 by Kohl Hall residents, disbanded during the second semester of 1942 because
so many of their members had entered the service. Included
in that first group were: Frank
and Joe Zurlo, Will Staub, Dick
Tri-Lambda Holds

Initiation Service
Tri-Lambda Sorority initiated
five pledges last Wednesday evening. They were: Alice Chambers, Avelda Johnson, Doris John
son, Eleanor Hotrhkiss, and Jackie
Dempsey.
The initiation, held in the sorority lounge, was followed by a
party at the Woman's Club. Alice
Chambers and Avelda Johnson
were awarded the traditional bracelets given to outstanding
pledges at their time of initiation.

Ciftiefi
Fri., Sat.
Nov. 8-9
Open 12:45 daily

Black Beauty
with Mona Freeman and
Richard Denning
Also

Swamp Fire
with Johnny Weissmuller and
Virginia Grey
S„n., Mon.
Nov. 10-11
Open 12:45 daily

Three Little Girls
In Blue
in technicolor
with June Haver, Vivian
Blaine and Geo. Montgomery

Mannhan, Bill Fisher, and Itex
Ridge.
Ned Freeman acted as
front man for the orchestra.
Interest was revived last spring
but the bond was not reorganized
until this fall because sufficient
members hod not yet returned to
school.
The present band, now
numbering- 15 including vocalist
Sue Kilmer, has been practicing
for" several months.
The band will be available for
both campus andout-of-town engagements. Ty Smith, Eost Hull,
is acting os business manager.
The oil-campus Home I o m i n g
dance Saturday night also featured the Kampus Kats.
This
dance was sponsored by the Veterans Association.
Other events honoring alumni
last week end were closed dances
given by Alpha Tou Omega, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, and Sigma Nu;
breakfasts by Cap and Ciown Mid
Alpha Chi Omega; dinners by Sigma Kho Tau, Kappa Delta, l'i Kappa Alpha, and TheUi I'hi; buffet
lunches by Alpha I'hi, Alpha Chi
Omega, and Pi Kappa Alpha.
Open houses were held by Kappa Delta, Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
Kappa Sigma Delta, Skol Alumnae, Alpha Xi Delta, Delta Gamma, Gamma I'hi Beta and Kohl
Hall. W.A.A., Alpha Chi Omega,
and Gamma Phi Beta sponsored
coffee hours.
Delta Gamma alumnae were entertained at a song-fest and Lambda Lambda Lambda alums at a
coke-tail party.
*

Tuo., Wed., Thu. Nov. 12-14
Open 12:46 daily
Opportunity Cask Clab moots
those 2 days

*

*

Anoth
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with Gene Autry and
Smiley Burnette

V
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Lutheran Students
Call Special Meeting
A speciul meeting of the Lutheran Students Association will be
held Thursday, November 7, from
8 to 9 p.m. in the Lutheran
Church. The speaker will be Dr.
Henry Yoder, pastor for students
at the University of Michigan.
All Lutheran university students
may attend.

Sigma Chi Officer
Visits Chi Sigma
The Sigma Chi Grand Praetor
of Ohio, Paul Kaufman, visited
Chi Sigma fraternity Saturday,
October 26.
Also present on
campus were three delegates from
the Ohio Wcsleyan Chapter of
Sigma Chi.
In honor of the guests, a tea
was held Saturday afternoon in
the lounge of the Gamma Phi Beta
House. The Chi Sigma's also held
n dinner at the Woman's Club
Saturday evening in honor of
their guests.
Delta Gamma Celebrates
Third Anniversary Tonight
The Delta Gamma sorority will
hold a dinner party tonight marking the third anniversary of their
nationalization. Guests at dinner
will be the sorority's advisors.
The dinner will bo followed by n
birthday party at which Toledo
and Bowling Green alumnae will
be guests.
Next Sunday evening the sorority will hold an open house for
men students.

CARL SCHWYN Popular Concert
THEATRE

*

*

ON STAGE!
Friday, Nov. 15
Evening Only!

4

\

1 '"'""
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SOCIAL CALENDAR
Thursday. November T
Newman Club. Rec Hall. 7:15-9:15
p.m.
Variety Show. Auditorium. 8:15 p.m.
Friday, November I
Variety Show. Auditorium. 9:15 p.m.
Square Dance.
Women's Building.
9:00-12:00 p.m.
Movie. PA Building. 9:00 p.m.
Saturday. Noveeibev (
Variety Show. Auditorium. 8:15 p.m.
All-caropul formal dance.
Women's
Building. 9:00-12:30 p.m.

Falcon co-captain Stan Yoder crowned Homecoming Queen Jano
Byrnes at half-time during the game with Oberlin Saturday afternoon.
Jeanne Kennard, left, and "Pepper" Beeler, right, attended the queen.

Engineer Speaks
Tomorrow Evening

Furrier Scheduled
By Home Ec Club

Lorcn Janzcr of the Urschel
Engineering Company will spciik
to the Pre-Engineera Club on the
aspects of mechanical enginoi-iiti^
at 8 p.m. Thursday in room 400
of the Science Building.
This will be the first of n series
of lectures, discussions, and movies covering the various phases of
the many engineering fields. The
organization
has
a
tentative
schedule set up through which a
prospective engineering student
may be assisted in deciding which
of the branches of engineering he
will eventually enter.

A furrier from the I-aSnlle and
Koch Company, Toledo, will speak
and display furs at the Home Ec
Club meeting November 13 in the
Practical Arts Auditorium.
The program will be an allnimpus event and will be held in
the PA auditorium from 7-8:30
p.m.
Plans for a convention at Bluffton College, Bluffton, O., November 15 will be announced at the
meeting.

Alpha XI and Alpha Phi
Have Exchange Dinner
Alpha Phi and Alpha Xi Delta
sororities will hold an exchange
dinner tonight.
Ten members
from each sorority will have dinner at the chapter house of the
other.
Industrial Arts Club Meets
A meeting of the Industrial
Arts Club will be held tonight at
7:30 in 400 Ad Building. There
will be a speaker and refreshments
will be served.

It isn't too early to
make that appointment for your Christmas portrait.
WALKER STUDIO
123 W. Woostcr

Ph. 9041

Light as a feather
ROSS BAKERY
for
TASTY TOAST

D&M
Restaurant

Van Heusen sport shirt with

|%»jvWQf«OrVic- GROW

California Lo-No collar

i,/ TOMMY

v.

Sun., Mon.
Nov. 10-11
Open 2:16 Sun.

Scandal In Paris

If v4

"Turnabout" is the movie which
will be presented Friday, at 9
p.m. in the P. A. Auditorium.
Carole Landis, John Hubbard,
Adolph Menjou, and Mary Astor
are the featured actors in this
hilarious comedy. There willl also
be a Terrytoon, "Wild West
Dare."
A record session will be held
in the P. A. Auditorium at 7:30
p.m., which will feature classical
records.
The Kappa Delta sorority will
sponsor a semi-formal dance Saturday night, from 9 to 12:30 in
the Women's Building.
Dick
Glover's 16-piece band from
Cleveland will be featured. Connie Flynn will be vocalist. The
dance will have a "surprise"
theme.
Committees for the dance include: I'otsy Pendergraft, general chairman; Dolores Betsicover,
decorations; Dorothy Zeigler, publicity; Kit Mueller, refreshments;
Alice Cadwell, music; Beulah Miller, chaperons; Dora Terbizon, entertainment; Jane Heinbuck, programs; and Mary Zimmerman,
clean-up.
Included in the program of recorded music will be Mozart's
"Overture to Cosi Fan Tutte,"
"Orfeo Ed Euridice" ("Dance of
the Spirits") by Gluck, and Schubert's "Symphony No. 9 in C Major."
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An impromptu speech contest
open to all students will be sponsored tonight at 7 o'clock by Pi
Kappa Delta, speech honorary, in
103 Ad Building.

LYRIC
Guns and Guitar

Homecoming Coronation

Pi Kappa Delta Holds
Open Speech Contest

Without
Reservations

Fri., Sat.
Nov. 8-9
Open 2:15 Sat.
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A square dance, movie, and record session Friday and,
an all-campus semi-formal Saturday are the campus social
events to be offered this week end.
The square dance will be held Friday night in the
Women's Building from 9 to 12. The event will be sponsored
by the social committee.

C. Olin Fisher, a member of
Alpha Tau Omega from Ottawa
Lake, Mich., has been appointed
senior representative to the Social
Committee. He replaces Clarence
Homan who did not return this
fall.

Collingwood at Delaware, Toledo

with Claudctte Colbert and
John Wayne

Because of the increasing number of independent women students on campus, the Women's Independent Society will petition for
a seat on the Student Council.
According to Annabelle Ching,
president of the organization,
WIS hopes to have the petition
before the council by December.

Second Semi-Formal Is
Scheduled This Weekend

STAR*

5.25
Wear a tie with this California Lo-No collar—you have a superb dress shirt. Wear
the collar open—you've got an unbeatable
sport shirt. Van Heusen sewmanship combined with California styling make this shirt
perfect for sports or dress. Powder blue,
tan or dusty green, small, medium, and
large. Washable. Main floor.

with George Sanders and
Carole Landis
T«e„ Wed., Thu. Nov. 12-14
Open 6:46

Winter Carnival

MAIL ORDERS NOW!

with Richard Carlson and
Robert Armstrong
Also

To Grinnell Bros., 401 Jefferson, Toledo, Ohio
with Remittance and Self Addressed Stamped
Envelope

American Empire

PRICES, $3.80 — $2.80 — $1.88
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Lasalles
Bowling Green.

